Name That Tree

Have a tree that you pass on a regular basis that you always wonder ‘what is that?’ Own a woodland and want to know exactly what trees you have? Then Name That Tree is the class for you! This one day workshop is designed to give participants in-depth training and practice on identifying trees using leaves and other common characteristics. The class begins indoors with some introductory identification clues and samples that we use to work through a dichotomous key. The afternoon is spent outside practicing!

Class Fee: $40  Class includes indoor and outdoor sessions - dress appropriately. Lunch and materials are included in the class fee.

Class Agenda

9:00  Introduction to Tree Identification
10:15  The “process” - learning to use a key. Practice time on samples
11:45  Lunch (provided)
1:00  Hands on ID in the field
3:00  Wrap-up and adjourn

Pre-Registration is Required

Deadline to Register is:  July 24, 2019

Online Registration with Payment is Available at:  http://woodlandstewards.osu.edu

Make check or money order for the full amount payable to:  The Ohio State University

___ # attending x $40 = ________

Send payment to:

Ohio Woodland Stewards Program
210 Kottman Hall
2021 Coffey Road
Columbus, OH  43210

Questions?
614-688-3421 or ohiowoods@osu.edu